Student activity guide

Creating an Infographic

Activity

1

This step focuses on creating an infographic using the information from your
international conversation. This infographic is going to be sent to all the people who
have helped your group with their mission.
Review the information you sorted from your international conversation.
Identify the key facts needed for the infographic.
Turn these facts into either a key word fact or numerical statement.
Check that you have included all the information that is required in your infographic.
It is important that any text you have used is simplified but it still needs to make sense
and represent the information accurately.

2

Use the image file at the International Cow of Mystery Mission Headquarters to select
graphics for each piece of information.
You are looking for the best possible way to accurately represent the fact. You might
have to be persuasive. Members of your group might disagree on what would be best.
Give everyone a chance to argue their point.
Think hard about which images will suit each particular piece of information.
Refer to your Bubble Map examples if necessary.
Remember to record this process for your Evernote archive.

3

Check with your teacher about which platform you are going to use to design
your infographic.
Decide as a group how to approach this. Compiling the infographic at the end
or deciding the placement of each graphic as it is made.
Create your infographic using the selected key phrases, numerical statements
and images.

4

Swap your finished infographic with other groups.
You are going to give constructive criticism of each others work.
Critique your peer’s infographic:
Is it easy to read?
Can the key fact from each graphic be interpreted accurately?
Is there anything you don’t understand?
Is the layout clear?
Suggest improvements
Ask questions
Consider the feedback you receive.
Decide on edits to your infographic. It is a good idea to take screenshots to record
the changes. It is always interesting to reflect on where you started and what your
end product looks like.
Make improvements where information is not clear or layout is confusing.

5

When your group is happy that the infographic is finished, save it as a PDF.
Make sure there is a copy in your Google Doc.
Pin your infographic to the interactive map. Instructions to help with this are
at the International Cow of Mystery Mission Headquarters.
This infographic will be how you report back on the outcome of your mission
to everyone who helped your group. You will need to attach it to your
thank-you messages.

Tools
Bubble Map

Bubble Map

You can check you have completed the task successfully by:

SUCCESS
CRITERIA

Completing an infographic that conveys
information accurately
Choosing graphics that are relevant to the
fact they represent

Identifying the correct information to include
in their infographic
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